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Ozymandias 

I met a traveller from an antique land, 

Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone 

Stand in the desert. . . . Near them, on the sand, 

Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown, 

And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command, 

Tell that its sculptor well those passions read 

Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things, 

The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed; 

And on the pedestal, these words appear: 

"My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings; 

Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!" 

Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 

 

Ozymandias is a notable sonnet written in 1817 by a British Romantic 

poet whose name is synonymous with radical social and political 

change. 
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Ozymandias is a political poem written at a time when Napoleon's 

domination of Europe was coming to an end and another empire, that 

of Great Britain's, was about to take over. Shelley's poem 

encapsulates metaphorically the outcome of such tyrannical wielding 

of power - no leader, King, despot, dictator or ruler can overcome 

time. Overall, this sonnet paints a picture of an egotistical character 

who thought himself without rival but who was cruel to his people. 

Of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare 

The lone and level sands stretch far away.” 

Shelley uses the first person pronoun "I" to begin his sonnet then 

cleverly switches the focus to a third person, a traveler, whose words 

are contained in the remaining thirteen lines. This was highly unusual 

for a sonnet at the time and reflects the poet's innovative thinking. 

The reader is effectively listening in to a conversation between two 

people, one recently returned from a journey through an ancient 

country. It is this person's narrative that describes the huge statue in 

the sands of the desert, a former monument of a great leader, now in 

pieces and forgotten. 

Imagery 

Shelley's evocative language creates some very powerful images. 

From the second line on the reader is painted a vivid picture with 

words such as vast and trunkless..half sunk...shattered visage...frown 

and wrinkled lip...sneer of cold command...this is a pretty damning 

description of Ozymandias (Greek name for an Egyptian pharaoh 

called Rameses II, 1300BCE) and reflects Shelley's own thoughts on 

those who crave and wield power. The words written on the pedestal, 

the stand that once held the statue, now seem meaningless and 

rhetorical; it's the statement of an arrogant despot. This broken, 

weathered statue lies in a desert, a desolate place that goes on for 
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miles and miles. Not many people pass through that desert, or would 

want to, in contrast with the past. A once great leader has been left to 

history and will be buried in the sand in time. 

Metaphor:  There is one metaphor used in the poem. The statue of 

Ozymandias metaphorically represents power, legacy, and 

command. It clarifies the meanings of the statue and makes it clear 

that once the king was mighty and all-powerful.  It also shows that 

the sand has eroded the actual shape of the statue, representing the 

destructive power of time. 

 

Personification: Shelley has used personification that means to use 

human emotions for inanimate objects. He has used personification 

twice in the poem. The fifth line “And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold 

command,” refers to the broken head of the statue. However, the 

lifeless statue Ozymandias is referred to as a real person. The second 

example is in the sixth line of the poem where “Tell that its sculptor 

well those passions read” shows as if the statue is commanding the 

sculptor how to carve or express his emotions. 

 

 Alliteration: Alliteration is the repetition of the same consonant 

sounds in the same lines of the poetry such as the use of /c/ in “cold 

command”, the sound of /b/ in “boundless and bear” and the sound 

of /l/ in “lone and level. 

 

Assonance: Assonance is the repetition of the vowel sounds in the 

same line such as the sounds of /a/ in “stand and sand” and sound of 

/e/ in “well and read.” 

https://literarydevices.net/metaphor/
https://literarydevices.net/personification/
https://literarydevices.net/alliteration/
https://literarydevices.net/repetition/
https://literarydevices.net/assonance/

